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Abstract—Switch-based hybrid network is a promising im-
plementation for beamforming in large-scale millimetre wave
(mmWave) antenna arrays. By fully exploiting the sparse nature
of the mmWave channel, such hybrid beamforming reduces com-
plexity and power consumption when compared with a structure
based on phase shifters. However, the difficulty of designing an
optimum beamformer in the analog domain is prohibitive due to
the binary nature of such a switch-based structure. Thus, here
we propose a new method for designing a switch-based hybrid
beamformer for massive MIMO communications in mmWave
bands. We first propose a method for decoupling the joint
optimization of analog and digital beamformers by confining the
problem to a rank-constrained subspace. We then approximate
the solution through two approaches: norm maximization (SHD-
NM), and majorization (SHD-QRQU). In the norm maximization
method, we propose a modified sequential convex programming
(SCP) procedure that maximizes the mutual information while
addressing the mismatch incurred from approximating the log-
determinant by a Frobenius norm. In the second method, we
employ a lower bound on the mutual information by QR
factorization. We also introduce linear constraints in order to
include frequently-used partially-connected structures. Finally,
we show the feasibility, and effectiveness of the proposed methods
through several numerical examples. The results demonstrate
ability of the proposed methods to track closely the spectral
efficiency provided by unconstrained optimal beamformer and
phase shifting hybrid beamformer, and outperform a competitor
switch-based hybrid beamformer.
Index Terms—Hybrid beamforming, Precoding, Millimeter
wave communications, Massive MIMO.
I. INTRODUCTION
MAssive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systemsin millimetre wave (mmWave) bands are promising
candidates for future generation wireless cellular communi-
cations systems to alleviate spectrum congestion and band-
width scarcity [1]. Communications in mmWave band, which
makes use of frequency bands from 30 to 300 GHz, is an
enabling technology for fifth-generation (5G) networks. The
smaller wavelengths in mmWave communications systems
make large-scale antenna arrays at the transceivers viable. This
leads to various new challenges for fully-digital beamforming
in mmWave massive MIMO systems, such as prohibitively
high hardware complexity, computational cost and power
consumption [2]–[4].
Digital processing for traditional MIMO communications
systems requires that each array element has a dedicated RF
and baseband hardware chains comprising expensive com-
ponents [5]. Thus, full digital processing is undesirable and
impractical due to the cost and complexity of the hardware
chains in mmWave MIMO communications systems with large
arrays [6], [7]. Furthermore, components such as RF up/down
converters and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) (or digital-
to-analog converters (DACs)) are not only expensive but also
have high power consumption [8]. This motivates various
strategies for the efficient implementation of beamforming for
massive MIMO systems in mmWave bands, including hybrid
beamforming architectures [1], [4], [8]–[15], beamspace signal
processing techniques [16], [17], lens-based analog beamform-
ing antennas [18], and low-rate ADC methods [19].
Hybrid beamforming for massive MIMO communications
systems has been extensively studied in recent years, see [20]
and the references therein. It is a well-established approach
that employs a two-stage analog and digital processing con-
figuration. The analog precoding stage employs simpler and
less power-hungry analog beamformers to present a reduced-
dimensional signal to the baseband stage [21]. Typically, the
analog precoding stage is implemented as a network of phase
shifters [22]. While this achieves a level of simplification over
fully digital RF chains, the practical realization of the phase
shifters for mmWave frequencies is not a simple task [23].
MmWave digitally controlled phase shifters have finite preci-
sion that may not be sufficient to form the desired beams [23],
and their latency may lead to performance degradation if the
channel is rapidly changing [20]. Their phase precision can be
improved but at the cost of higher power consumption [24].
Passive phase shifters, on the other hand, can alleviate the
power consumption problem, but they are known to incur
higher losses, requiring additional amplification to maintain
an acceptable output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [23].
The challenges associated with the use of phase shifters
have motivated research into alternative approaches for the
realization of the analog precoder. In particular, switch-based
networks are simple, low-power and high-speed solutions to
these challenges [20], [22]. These switch-based combiners
effectively combine subsets of the available antennas such that
they are able to leverage the sparse nature of mmWave massive
MIMO channels to realize performance gains [24]. In fact,
different realizations and special cases of the switch-based
approach have been successfully applied in various contexts.
For instance, optimal selection of a subset of “best” antennas
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2from a larger set of antennas has been shown as a promising
approach for delivering a large aperture with satisfactory
performance at reduced hardware cost and complexity [25]–
[30]. When the complexity of connectivity, routing, and RF
multiplexing are of grave concern, the switching network can
be partitioned into subsets, and only a few antennas per subset
are then selected [22], [31], [32].
The solution to the hybrid beamforming problem is not
straightforward, and replacing the phase shifters with simple
switches greatly exacerbates the difficulty of this task as
optimization over a set of binary variables is then required.
A dictionary-based strategy was proposed in [33] to address
this, but the dictionary grows exponentially with the number
of antennas, making this method impractical for large antenna
arrays. Furthermore, as this dictionary is scenario-specific, it
must be redesigned for every problem variation, which adds
another layer of complexity to it. In [21] a unified greedy
algorithm is proposed for the design of both phase-shifter
and switch-based networks. However, the proposed greedy
algorithm is limited to the case where the digital beamforming
matrix is square with a dimension equal to the number of
data streams to be transmitted. Moreover, the proposed greedy
method is only suitable for the design of an unconstrained
switch-based hybrid beamformer, as its formulation prevents
the incorporation of any specific constraints.
Thus, here we propose a novel approach that has the
capability of solving a switch-based hybrid beamformer design
problem for massive MIMO communications in mmWave
bands, which also has the flexibility to include a variety of
desirable constraints. To this end, we formulate the problem
as an optimization. We decouple the transmit and receive
problems, and decompose the joint optimization of the analog
and digital precoder matrices into a rank-constrained single
variable problem. Then we proceed to solve this problem
via two different strategies. In the first method, by approx-
imating the mutual information via a Frobenius norm, we
are able to cast the problem as a norm maximization. We
then proceed to solve the non-convex maximization via a
sequence of optimizations in a modified version of sequential
convex programming (SCP). In order to address the mismatch
between the norm maximization and the mutual information
maximization, the SCP is guided by the actual value of mutual
information in each step. In the second method, so as to reduce
computational complexity, we take advantage of a lower bound
given by QR factorization and iteratively optimize the columns
of the analog precoder such that in each iteration we maximize
a quadratic form via a SCP.
Hence, the contributions of this paper are:
• We propose a method to solve the problem of switch-
based hybrid beamforming for massive MIMO communi-
cations in mmWave bands based on convex optimization.
This formulation allows for the examination of several
cases with various practical limitations on hardware re-
sources.
• As the vast majority of hybrid design methods are based
on the assumption that the optimal beamformer is realized
by a combination of digital and analog beamformers,
there is a mismatch between the approximated solution
and the exact one. To address this issue, which is more
extreme in a switch-based network due to the binary
nature of the variables and the corresponding feasible
solution space, we propose a heuristic method based on
Gaussian randomization.
• We propose two cost functions as surrogates for the
maximization of the mutual information based on (1)
a Frobenius norm approximation, and (2) a QR lower
bound.
• We study partially connected switch-based networks and
propose a method to model specific requirements, im-
posed by an arbitrary partially connected network, using
linear constraints.
A. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We provide
the system model and formulate the hybrid beamforming
(precoding) in Section II. In Section III, we present a
new method for the design of switch-based hybrid beam-
forming. We propose two separate algorithms to solve the
formulated problem in Section IV and Section V, respectively.
We formulate the design problem of switch-based hybrid
beamforming for partially connected networks in Section VI.
Finally, in Section VII, we validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method via numerical examples that are compared
with existing state-of-the-art solutions.
B. Notation
In the remaining of the paper, we use lower-case letters
to denote vectors, and upper-case letters for matrices. The
notation E denotes the expectation operator, The notations
Tr(A), AT and AH denote trace, transposed and conjugate
transpose of matrix A. Matrix IN is an identity matrix of size
N , 1N is a N × 1 vector of all ones, and 0N a vector of
zeros. The operation ‖A‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. We
also use ∇ to represent gradient. vec(A) vectorizes the matrix
A by stacking its columns. Moreover, the real part of A is
shown by real(A).
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A hybrid structure for a single-user mmWave MIMO system
is depicted in Fig. 1. In this setup, the transmitter comprises Nt
antennas and kt RF transmit chains, and is required to send Ns
data streams to the receiver. We assume that Ns ≤ kt ≤ Nt.
Let the transmit digital beamforming matrix be FBB of size
kt×Ns, and RF precoder matrix be FRF of size Nt×kt. FRF
is implemented using analog phase-shifters or RF switches.
The discrete-time transmit signal is then x = Fs, where
F = FRFFBB, and s is the Ns × 1 symbol vector such that
E[ssH ] = 1Ns INs with E denoting the expected value. At the
receiver, Nr antennas are connected to kr RF receive chains to
recover the transmitted symbol s. Similarly to the transmitter,
the receive beamformer W = WRFWBB is composed of the
Nr × kr RF combining matrix WRF and kr × Ns baseband
beamforming matrix WBB. Given a narrowband frequency-flat
channel model represented by the Nr×Nt channel matrix H,
3Fig. 1. Block diagram of hybrid MIMO architecture for mmWave communication with baseband and analog precoder/combiner with a clustered channel
model.
with E
[‖H‖2F ] = Nt ×Nr, we can write the received signal
as
y =
√
ρWHBBW
H
RFHFRFFBBs + W
H
BBW
H
RFn.
Here ρ is the average received power, and n the additive zero-
mean i.i.d noise with variance σ2n. Also, W
H
BB denotes the
conjugate transpose of WBB. For a clustered channel model
consisting of the sum of the contributions of Ncl scattering
clusters, with each cluster comprising Nray propagation paths,
the channel matrix is
H = γ
∑
i,`
αi`Λr(φ
r
i`, θ
r
i`)Λt(φ
t
i`, θ
t
i`)ar(φ
r
i`, θ
r
i`)at(φ
t
i`, θ
t
i`)
H ,
where γ =
√
NrtNr
NclNray
is a normalization factor and αi` is
the complex amplitude associated with the `-th ray in the
i-th cluster. The antenna gain at the direction of departure
(DoD) azimuth and elevation angles (φti`, θ
t
i`), and the direc-
tion of arrival (DoA)(φri`, θ
r
i`), are denoted by Λr(φ
r
i`, θ
r
i`),
and Λt(φri`, θ
r
i`) respectively. The DoDs and DoAs of the
scatterers are assumed randomly distributed with a Laplacian
distribution [4]. The vectors, ar(φri`, θri`) and at(φri`, θri`) are
respectively the receive and transmit array steering vectors
associated with the `-th ray in the i-th cluster. For an uniform
planar array (UPA) located in the yz-plane, the array response
is
a(φ, θ) =
1√
N
[
ejkd(m sin(φ) sin(θ)+n cos(θ))
]
0 ≥ m ≥ Ny, 0 ≥ n ≥ Nz
where N is the total number of elements, while Ny and Nz are
the number of grid points in the y, and z planes respectively
such that N = NyNz .
Let the transmit power be divided equally among all the
data streams. Then, the mutual information is expressed as
I = log2
(∣∣∣INs + ρNs R−1n WHBBWHRFHFRFFBB
× FHBBFHRFHHWRFWBB
∣∣∣).
Here, Rn is the noise covariance matrix at the receiver
given by Rn = σ2WHBBW
H
RFWRFWBB. The optimum beam-
former is composed of the precoding and combining matrices
(FBB,FRF,WBB,WRF) that maximize the mutual informa-
tion. However, this design problem is a joint non-convex
optimization that is intractable. To overcome this difficulty,
we decompose it into separate transmit and receive subprob-
lems [4], which yields the mutual information at the transmit-
side
I = log2
(∣∣∣∣INs + ρNs HFRFFBBFHBBFHRFHH
∣∣∣∣) . (1)
Furthermore, by defining a virtual channel for the receive
section as Hr = HFopt with Fopt being the optimum precoder
employed at the transmit side, the mutual information at the
receive-side can be specified as
I(Hr,WBB,WRF) = log2
(∣∣∣INs + ρNsσ2 HHr WRFWBB
× (WRFWBBWHBBWHRF)−1WHBBWHRFHr
∣∣∣).
Hence, the problem is transformed to enable the separate
design of precoding and combining matrices.
In general, the analog precoder and combining matrices,
FRF and WRF, are implemented either using analog phase
shifters or analog switches along with RF combiners/splitters.
In this paper, we focus on hybrid architectures based on switch
networks and consider only the transmit-side.
III. SWITCH-BASED HYBRID PRECODER DESIGN
Given a hybrid precoder based on a network of analog
switches, we sketch the general model for splitting, switching,
and combining in Fig. 2. The Ns data streams are first
digitally precoded by FBB. Then each of kt precoded signals is
converted into the RF domain through a DAC. The RF signal is
then split into Nt branches, and each split signal is directed to
a low-noise amplifier (LNA) via an RF switch. Finally, in each
transmit antenna, a set of kt signals are combined, amplified
and transmitted.
We begin the design by finding the optimum precoding
matrix. Given that the channel has a singular value decom-
position, e.g., H = UΣVH such that U is an Nr × rank(H)
unitary matrix, Σ is a rank(H) × rank(H) diagonal matrix
of descending singular values, and is a unitary matrix. The
4Fig. 2. Simplified analog architecture for Hybrid MIMO beamforming with
analog switches, combiners, and splitters.
unconstrained optimum precoder is given by the first Ns
singular vectors and the diagonal matrix Γ as Fopt = VNsΓ.
The diagonal matrix Γ is effectively obtained via a water-
filling power allocation method. Hence, it is reasonable to
split the optimum precoder, consider an equal power allocation
(Γ = I), and apply the power allocation matrix when required.
By employing the unconstrained optimum precoder, we have
I(H,Fopt) = log2
(∣∣∣I + ρ
Nsσ2
HFoptFHoptH
H
∣∣∣).
We assume that the mmWave system and propagation channel
parameters are selected such that a hybrid precoder FRFFBB,
sufficiently close to Fopt = VNs , is attainable. Thus, it is
assumed that the matrices INs − VHNsFRFFBBFHBBFRFVNs ,
and VHN¯sFRFFBB have a set of sufficiently small eigenval-
ues [4]. Note that VN¯s denotes the eigenvectors associated
with the subspace complementary to VNs . Now by employing
Sylvester’s determinant theorem, and Schur’s complement
identity for matrix determinants, we can specify the mutual
information as
I(H) = log2
(∣∣∣∣I + ρNsσ2Σ2VHFRFFBBFHBBFRFV
∣∣∣∣) ,
≈ log2
(∣∣∣∣I + [ ρNsσ2Σ2NsVHNsFRFFBBFHBBFRFVNs 00 0
]∣∣∣∣) ,
= log2
(∣∣∣∣INs + ρNsσ2Σ2NsVHs FRFFBBFHBBFRFVs
∣∣∣∣)
= log2
(∣∣∣∣INs + ρNsσ2 H1FRFFBBFHBBFHRFHH1
∣∣∣∣) , (2)
where H1 is the channel constructed by the first Ns singular
vectors and singular values of H.
If we define a new virtual matrix H˜ = H1FRF of size Nr×kt
and singular value decomposition of H˜ = U˜Σ˜V˜
H
, we can
maximize (2) by having FBB = V˜Ns .
I(H˜) = log2
(∣∣∣∣I + ρNsσ2 H˜FBBFHBBH˜H
∣∣∣∣)
= log2
(∣∣∣∣I + ρNsσ2 H˜V˜NsV˜HNsH˜H
∣∣∣∣)
= log2
(∣∣∣∣∣I +
[
ρ
Nsσ2
Σ˜
2
NsV˜
H
NsV˜NsV˜
H
NsV˜Ns 0
0 0
]∣∣∣∣∣
)
,
= log2
(∣∣∣∣INs + ρNsσ2 Σ˜2Ns
∣∣∣∣)
= log2
(∣∣∣∣INs + ρNsσ2 H˜1H˜H1
∣∣∣∣) , (3)
where H˜1 denotes the new virtual channel representation
achieved by the first Ns eigenvalues, e.g., H˜1 = U˜Ns S˜NsV˜
H
Ns .
Note that here FBB = V˜Ns can be exactly achieved as we
have only a digital beamformer. Now, if we assume that
rank(H˜) = Ns, then FBB = V˜Ns = V˜ becomes a unitary
matrix, and therefore we can write (3) as
I(H˜) = log2
(∣∣∣∣INs + ρNsσ2 H˜H˜H
∣∣∣∣)
= log2
(∣∣∣∣INs + ρNsσ2 H1FRFFHRFHH1
∣∣∣∣) . (4)
IV. HYBRID DESIGN WITH NORM MAXIMIZATION
Noting that (4) and (2) are equal given that rank(H˜) = Ns
and FBB = V˜Ns , we can approximate (4) as [4]:
I(H˜) ≈ log2
(∣∣∣∣INs + ρNsσ2Σ21
∣∣∣∣)− (Ns − ‖VH1 FRFFBB‖2F ) .
(5)
Hence, to maximize (4), we have to maximize
‖VH1 FRFFBB‖2F . Furthermore, the rank of FRF should
necessarily be greater than or equal to Ns in order to have
rank(H1FRF) = Ns. Additionally, VH1 is a matrix with Ns
orthonormal vectors spanning the space of H˜. Thus, the
product P = VH1 FRF must have rank Ns and must span the
space of H˜. Note that its columns are not orthonormal, but
they form a basis for span(P). As this space is also spanned
by FBB, then P = VH1 FRF ∈ span(FBB). Therefore, the
projection of P onto FBB does not change its Frobenius
norm, giving
‖VH1 FRFFBB‖2F = ‖VH1 FRF‖2F .
The maximization problem can then be cast as,
max
FRF
‖VH1 FRF‖2F ,
s.t. FRF ∈ {0, 1} , (6a)
rank(H1FRF) = Ns, (6b)
‖FRFFBB‖2F = Ns. (6c)
Although we could reduce the problem of joint design of
FRF, and FBB to that of only optimising FRF, the maximiza-
tion in (6) is non-convex due to norm maximization, the rank
constraint, the binary constraint, the norm equality constraint,
and the inherent dependence of FBB on FRF.
5If we relax the rank constraint to rank(H1FRF) ≤ Ns,
noting that H1 is of rank Ns, the only condition that we need
to meet is that rank(FRF) ≥ Ns. There exist some algorithms
to constrain the rank, i.e., employing a Trace(·) function as
a surrogate for the rank constraint [34]. However, applying
this method requires the introduction of a slack variable that
leads to an increase in the dimensionality and, subsequently,
a higher computational complexity. Therefore, we lift the
rank constraint and devise heuristic approaches to address this
restriction.
We deal with the norm equality constraint (6c) in two
steps. To alleviate the binary property of the problem and
the complexity that the norm equality constraint causes in
conjunction with the rank constraint, first, we exclude the
baseband precoder FBB and meet the constraint later by
scaling FBB.
Furthermore, after relaxing the binary constraint on FRF,
we can reformulate the problem as
max
FRF
‖VH1 FRF‖2F
s.t. 0 ≤ FRF(i, j) ≤ 1, i, j = 1, ..., Nt(kt)
Thus far, we have been able to relax the non-convex con-
straints. However, the maximization of the Frobenius norm
function in (7) as a convex function is a non-convex problem.
Sequential convex programming (SCP) based on iteratively
linearizing the convex function is applied to reformulate
the non-convex problem as a series of convex subproblems,
each of which can be optimally solved using convex pro-
gramming [34]. We formulate the norm maximization by
linearization and use a first-order Taylor expansion as a local
approximation. Given f(FRF) = ‖VH1 FRF‖2F , we express this
approximation at point `− 1 as,
f(FRF,F
(`−1)
RF )
= f(F(`−1)RF ) + vec
(
∇f(F(`−1)RF )
)T
vec
(
FRF − F(`−1)RF
)
= ‖VH1 F(`−1)RF ‖2F
+ 2vec
(
real
(
V1VH1
)
F(`−1)RF
)T
vec
(
FRF − F(`−1)RF
)
, (8)
where vec(.) denotes vectorization, which stacks the matrix
column by column. By linearization we transform the Frobe-
nius norm to an affine form to enable the solving of this
maximization by SCP. The convex problem to be solved in
the `-th step can be expressed as:
max
FRF
f(FRF,F
(`−1)
RF )
s.t. 0 ≤ FRF(i, j) ≤ 1, i, j = 1, ..., Nt(kt). (9)
After initiation, the SCP procedure approaches a local opti-
mum of (9) iteratively.
A. Direction Adjustment and Rank Control
We now modify the SCP to improve the optimality of the
solution while still meeting the rank constraint. As mentioned
earlier, we relax the rank constraint. While this relaxation
Mutual 
Information
I(H,FRF,FBB)
Frobenius 
norm 
approximation 
f(H,FRF,FBB)
1
4
2
4
1
2
3
3
Fig. 3. Illustration of the proposed modification to SCP in Algorithm 1.
is helpful to decrease computational complexity, there is no
guarantee to achieve rank(FRF) ≥ Ns and, subsequently ,
rank(H1FRF) = Ns. To address this uncertainty, after solving
(9) at each step, we check the rank requirement, and if met,
this confirms that the algorithm is searching in the correct
direction and we can then proceed to the next step. If the
rank constraint is not met, the algorithm begins searching in
other directions until it finds a direction that satisfies the rank
requirement.
The ultimate objective of the maximization (9) is maximiz-
ing the mutual information defined in (1). To achieve this goal,
we use the Frobenius norm approximation stated in (5) under
a set of assumptions. These assumptions simply state that
the unconstrained precoder Fopt is approximately realizable
by FRFFBB. This assumption is greatly dependent on both
the channel and the characteristics of the hybrid precoding
network. Such an assumption causes a mismatch between the
optimal point given by the Frobenius norm maximization and
the actual optimal point. The second modification that we
propose addresses this mismatch and leads the SCP algorithm
to the point that is a local optimum for both the approximated
function and the primal function. We illustrate the concept
for this method in Fig. 3. Given that SCP starts at point
1, the gradient leads the algorithm to point 2, the value of
mutual information is assessed at point 2, and since it has
been improved at point 2, it is accepted. In the next step,
the SCP is lead to point 3. Although the Frobenius norm has
increased, the mutual information has decreased. At this point,
the algorithm starts searching for other directions to find a
point at which both functions are increasing and directs the
SCP to point 4.
The search algorithm that is employed in both modifications
above is based on Gaussian randomization. Given that we are
searching for a better direction at point F(`)RF, the algorithm
evaluates the direction given by the random variable FRF such
that
vec(FRF) ∼ N
(
vec
(
F(`)RF
)
, INtkt
)
Considering the binary characteristics of FRF, to find a better
direction we search the directions of random variables inside
a hypersphere centered at F(`)RF with a radius of unity.
6B. Baseband Precoder Update
As explained in IV, we lifted the norm equality constraint,
(6c). Now given that FRF is achieved, we have to scale FBB
to meet the lifted constraint appropriately.
To disentangle (2) from FBB, we assumed that the new
virtual channel H˜1 = H1FRF is of rank Ns. Therefore, given
the SVD of H˜1 is H1FRF = U˜S˜V˜, the optimum FBB will
be FBB = V˜. Now, having FRF and H˜1 of a rank Ns, we
just need to employ SVD to get FBB. Next, we apply a scalar
adjustment and divide FBB by a scalar value to meet the power
constraint as
FBB =
√
NsFBB
‖FRFFBB‖F .
Taking FˆRF and FˆBB as the achieved analog precoder and
updated baseband precoder, the overall beamformer, Fˆ, is
given by Fˆ = FˆRFFˆBB. It is important to note that Fˆ results in
an equal power allocation if only it is sufficiently close to Fopt
(see Section III). Although the maximization (6) minimizes
this distance, there is no guarantee that the ultimate distance is
sufficiently small. Therefore, the consequent distance between
Fˆ, and Fopt will result in an unequal power allocation. To
address this issue, we combine the decomposition and scaling
operations by forming a QR decomposition [21]. Given FRF,
we assume that we can impose a QR decomposition on FRF
as
FRF = URFRRF,
such that
URF = FRF(FHRFFRF)
− 12 ,
RRF = (FHRFFRF)
1
2 ,
We can then take FBB as
FBB = (FHRFFRF)
− 12 G,
and instead find the matrix G that maximizes
log
∣∣∣I + HURFGGHUHRFHH ∣∣∣. The solution of such a
maximization is the first Ns right singular vectors of HURF
that is G = VQRNs Γ such that HURF = U
QRSQRVQR.
It is worth noting that FRFFBB = URFG, and since URF
is a semi-unitary matrix (UHRFURF = I), then ‖FRFFBB‖2F =
‖URFG‖2F = ‖G‖2F = Ns. Hence, the power requirement
(norm equality) is already satisfied, and there is no need to
apply the scaling. Furthermore, Fopt = URFG is a semi-
unitary matrix, and therefore, it allocates the power equally.
One caveat is that we have a resultant analog precoder FRF
leading to a non-invertible FHRFFRF. We address this by defin-
ing a subroutine that checks FHRFFRF and if it is not invertible,
then it is replaced by the closest positive semidefinite matrix.
We list the general form of the proposed modified SCP
method in Algorithm 1. This algorithm takes the channel
matrix H and variables L, and I as inputs. Then it solves
(9) for L potential points of increasing values of mutual
information, and the Frobenius norm approximation, such that
the rank constraint is satisfied. If necessary, the algorithm uses
at most I random points to find a better direction.
Algorithm 1: Switch-based Hybrid Design by Norm Max-
imization (SHD-NM)
Input : H, L, I
1 Decompose H = USVH
2 Initialize F0RF at random
3 while ` ≤ L and i ≤ I do
4 Solve (9) and update F(`)RF
5 Construct H˜ = H1F
(`)
RF
6 if rank
(
H˜
)
= Ns then
7 Update FBB
8 Calculate I` based on (1)
9 if I` ≥ I`−1 then
10 e = I` − I`−1
11 ` = `+ 1, i = 0
12 else
13 Go to step 15
14 else
15 Update F`RF by sampling from N
(
vec
(
F`−1RF
)
, I
)
16 i = i+ 1
Output: FRF,FBB
Computational Complexity: Solving (9) in step 4 requires
O(k3tN3t ) operations. Moreover, finding the rank of H˜ in
step 6 by SVD needs O(ktN2r ) operations. Also, we need
to execute O(k3t +N3s ) operations to calculate the inverse
of (FHRFFRF) and SVD of (URFU
H
RFHH
HURF) in order to
update FRF in step 7. Computing (1) in step 8 involves at least
O(N3s ) operations. Therefore, the complexity of each iteration
of Algorithm 1 is summarized by O(k3tN3t +ktN2r +k3t +2N3s )
and can be approximated by O(k3tN3t ).
V. HYBRID DESIGN WITH MAJORIZATION
In this section, we propose another method to maximize (4)
based on majorization theory. To begin, we propose a lower
bound on (4) by the following Theorem.
Theorem 1: Assuming that H˜ as a rank deficient matrix can
be factorized by a generalized QR decomposition as H˜P =
QR, with Q,R,P being a unitary matrix of size Nr × kt, an
upper triangular matrix of size kt × kt, and a permutation
matrix of size kt × kt respectively, then
I(Σ˜2) ≥ I
(
|[R]ii|2
)
,
where |[R]ii| denotes the absolute value of th i-th diagonal
element of R.
Proof: We know from majorization theory that (see
Lemma 4.9 in [35] or [21])
Ns∏
i=1
Σ2i ≥
Ns∏
i=1
|[R]ii|2.
7Therefore, we can extend this as
ρ
Nsσ2
Ns∏
i=1
(1 + Σ2i ) ≥
ρ
Nsσ2
Ns∏
i=1
(1 + |[R]ii|2)
log2
(
Ns∏
i=1
(1 +
ρ
Nsσ2
Σ2i )
)
≥ log2
(
Ns∏
i=1
(1 +
ρ
Nsσ2
|[R]ii|2)
)
I(Σ˜2) ≥ I
(
|[R]ii|2
)
Now, using the properties of QR decomposition, we can write
|[R]ii|2 = fHRF,iAifRF,i
where
Ai = HH1 ΠH1FiRFH1, ΠX = I− X(X
HX)−1XH .
The vector fRF,i denotes the i-th column of FRF, and the
matrix FiRF represents the first i columns of FRF.
In summary, we note that the mutual information in (4) in
terms of H1FRF is lower bounded by the mutual information
given by the diagonal elements of R from a QR decomposition.
Thus, we attempt to maximize the diagonal elements of R. We
cast the maximization for each column of FRF as,
max
fRF,i
fHRF,iAifRF,i
s.t. 0 ≤ fRF,i(j) ≤ 1, j = 1, ..., Nt (10)
Using (10), we find fRF,i that maximizes the diagonal
elements of the QR decomposition. As we are just interested
in the first Ns diagonal elements, we have a matrix R
with Ns nonzero elements on the diagonal, and therefore a
rank of Ns [36]. Due to this property, we assume that the
rank constraint is met and remove it from our formulation.
We also temporarily remove the transmit power constraint
‖FRFFBB‖2F = Ns, delivering the condition by updating FBB.
The maximization of the quadratic form in (10) as a convex
function is a non-convex problem. We formulate the quadratic
form maximization by linearization and use a first-order Taylor
expansion as a local approximation as in (8). Given f(fRF,i) =
fHRF,iAifRF,i, we can write this approximation at point ` − 1
as,
f(fRF,i,f
(`−1)
RF,i ) = f(f
(`−1)
RF,i ) +∇f(`−1)RF,i )
(
fRF,i − f(`−1)RF,i
)
= f(f(`−1)RF,i ) +
(
(Ai + ATi )f
(`−1)
RF,i
)(
fRF,i − f(`−1)RF,i
)
The convex problem to be solved in the `-th step can be
expressed as:
max
fRF,i
f(fRF,i, f
(`−1)
RF,i )
s.t 0 ≤ fRF,i ≤ 1 (11)
We outline the proposed method in Algorithm 1. We employ
the update strategy discussed in subsection IV-B.
Computational Complexity: Algorithm 2 requires O(N3t )
operations in each step to solve (11) in step 6. Also, updating
Ai needs O(i3) operations with i denoting the iteration index.
Therefore, we summarize the complexity of Algorithm 1 by
O(ktN3t +
kt∑
i=1
i3) and approximate it by O(ktN3t ).
Algorithm 2: Switch-based Hybrid Design by QR Decom-
position with Quadratic Update (SHD-QRQU)
Input : H
1 Decompose H = USVH
2 Initialize ΠH1F1RF = I and FRF = 0
3 for i = 1 to kt do
4 Initialize f(0)RF,i at random
5 for L iterations do
6 Solve (11) and update f(`)RF,i
7 Update [FRF]i = fRF,i, and Ai
8 Round FRF and Construct H˜ = FRFH1
and after decomposition update FBB
Output: FRF,FDBB,F
LS
BB
VI. HYBRID PRECODER DESIGN IN PARTIALLY
CONNECTED NETWORKS
By solving (7), we design the analog precoding matrices
FRF, and FBB based on a switching network without specific
hardware limitations. The proposed formulation allows us
to impose arbitrary hardware requirements, a feature that is
neither feasible in a greedy method nor viable in dictionary-
based techniques.
Generally, in a switch-based hybrid precoder and from the
structure shown in Fig. 2, we can define hardware limitations
in terms of: (1) The number of outputs of the splitters (st in
Fig. 4); (2) The number of inputs of the analog precoders in
each antenna (ct in Fig. 4); and (3) The predefined connec-
tivity constraint that allows possible connections between the
splitters and combiners (Gt in Fig. 4).
The mentioned characteristics are inter-related. If we define
the set of antennas that are connected to the `-th splitter via a
binary vector gt,`, we can then concatenate all the kt vectors
in the connectivity matrix Gt as follows,
Gt =
[
gt,1, gt,2, ..., gt,kt
]
.
Given the connectivity matrix, the other two attributes of the
switch network must follow as
1Ntgt,` = st,
Gt1kt = ct1Nt .
Furthermore, the total number of connections nG has to follow
nG = ktst = Ntct.
Assuming some hardware constraints are imposed by Gt, st,
and ct, we can introduce a new subspace to optimize (9), or
(11) as
fTRF,ig¯t,i = 0, i = 1, ..., kt,
where g¯t,i is the Boolean complement of gt,i. Therefore,
we can cast the problem of switch-based hybrid design in a
partially connected network as,
8Fig. 4. Architecture of a partially connected switch-based analog precoder
with st outputs for each RF splitter, ct inputs in each analog combiner and
the connectivity matrix Gt that governs the connections.
Fig. 5. A common structure for partially connected networks: ct = 1 with
arbitrary st, and Gt.
max
FRF
f(FRF,F
(`−1)
RF )
s.t. 0 ≤ FRF(i, j) ≤ 1,
fTRF,ig¯t,i = 0, i = 1, ..., kt,
and we then can solve it via Algorithm 1, or Algorithm 2.
One common scenario for partially connected switch-based
hybrid design is to design for an analog precoder, given that
there is no analog combiner in the input of antennas (ct = 1)
as shown in Fig. 5. In this case, st is chosen such that ktst =
Nt. Moreover, the connectivity matrix Gt is a set of mutually
exclusive columns i.e. gt,i.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
methods through numerical examples. We maximize the spec-
tral efficiency by maximising the mutual information of the
transmit side and we assume that there is an ideal combiner at
the receiver (i.e. W = I). We use a clustered channel model
with Ncl = 8 clusters and Nray = 10 rays in each cluster
with randomly distributed AoDs, and AoAs sampled from a
Laplacian distribution [37]. We also assume that the complex
amplitudes of the rays are sampled from a complex normal
distribution with an average power of unity in each cluster.
The system model that we adopt is a switch-based hybrid
beamformer with Nt = 64 antennas and kt = 4 RF chains
at the transmit side, and with Nr = 16 antennas and kt = 4
RF chains at the receive side. The transmit and receive antenna
arrays are uniform planar arrays (UPA) with an inter-element
spacing, d, of a half-wavelength. We have assumed a sector
azimuth angle of 60◦, and sector elevation angle of 30◦ on
the transmit side, while on the receive side we assume omni-
directional antennas [4], [38].
We analyze the performance of the described system for
different numbers of data streams, Ns. For each scenario, we
calculate the unconstrained optimal precoder (UOP) achieved
by the first Ns eigenmodes of the channel. Moreover, we
compare the performance to a phase shifter network by imple-
menting an algorithm called spatially sparse precoding (SSP)
proposed in [4] as a fast method to design a hybrid network
with phase shifters in the analog section. It is worth noting
that the hybrid precoder matrix achieved by SSP does not
necessarily provide an equal power allocation for an arbitrary
structure.
In the case of Ns = kt = 4, we implement the greedy algo-
rithm in [21] in switch network mode. We call this algorithm
switch-based hybrid design by unified greedy algorithm (SHD-
UG). We then design the switch network with the proposed
algorithms, Algorithm 1, Switch-based Hybrid Design by
norm maximization (SHD-NM), and Algorithm 2 switch-based
hybrid design by QR decomposition with quadratic update
(SHD-QRQU). We also implement SHD-NM for designing
the switch-based precoder in a partially connected network
(SHD-NM-PC). We use the following connectivity matrix for
this case,
G =

1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
...
...
...
...
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
 .
For convenience of reference, Table I lists the methods that
we study by numerical examples. We use L = 1000, and
I = 1000 when running Algorithm 1, unless stated otherwise.
The spectral efficiency for each value is the averaged value
of 100 random channel realizations. Furthermore, we use
the CVX package [39] to solve the convex optimizations in
Algorithms 1, and 2.
Fig. 6 shows the spectral efficiency achieved in a 64 × 16
UPA for different values of SNR. Both transmitter sand
receivers are assumed to have access to 4 RF chains (kt =
kr = 4). Also, it is assumed that Ns = 2 data streams are
transmitted. Fig. 6 illustrates that the proposed method, SHD-
NM achieves spectral efficiencies with only a small gap to
those achieved by the unconstrained precoder (UOP), and SSP.
Considering the significantly lower cost, power, and hardware
complexity required by a switch-based hybrid method, such a
small gap demonstrates a very good trade-off. Furthermore, the
spectral efficiency achieved in a partially connected network
sits closely below the fully connected network and introduces
yet lower cost, power and complexity. The spectral efficiency
attained by SHD-NM for a fully connected network is always
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Fig. 6. Spectral efficiency achieved by different hybrid design methods for
UPAs with Nt = 64 and Nr = 16 antennas at transmitter and receiver
respectively. The mmWave channel comprises Ncl = 8 clusters and Nray =
10 rays in each cluster. kt = 4 RF chains has been used to communicate
Ns = 2 data streams.
superior to that of SHD-QRQU. The same trend holds for
partially connected networks as shown by SHD-NM-PC, and
SHD-QRQU-PC.
In Fig. 7 we study the performance for the case of trans-
mitting Ns = 3 data streams. In this scenario, the hybrid
network approximates Ns = 3 eigenmodes of the channel
and the gap between the unconstrained precoder and SSP
increases. The switch-based hybrid precoder also experiences
larger degradation than that of the phase shift-based strategy,
which reflects natural limitations of the switch-based method
to approximate 3 eigen-channels with only 4 RF chains and a
switch network. Moreover, we can observe that by increasing
the number of streams, SHD-QRQU-PC gets closer to SHD-
NM-PC.
Next, we examine the performance of the proposed method
when Ns = 4 in Fig. 8. This scenario is a special case
as it is categorized as a hybrid network with kt = Ns.
TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF THE METHODS USED IN NUMERICAL EXAMPLES.
Method Definition
UOP Unconstrained Optimum Precoder
SSP Spatially Sparse Precoder [4]
SHD-NM Switch-based Hybrid Design by Norm Maxi-
mization (Algorithm 1)
SHD-QRQU Switch-based Hybrid Design by QR Decompo-
sition with Quadratic Update (Algorithm 2)
SHD-UGD Switch-based Hybrid Design by Unified Greedy
Algorithm [21]
SHD-NM-PC Switch-based Hybrid Design by Norm Maxi-
mization in a Partially Connected Network
SHD-QRQU-PC Switch-based Hybrid Design by QR Decom-
position with Quadratic Update in a Partially
Connected Network
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Fig. 7. Spectral efficiency achieved by different hybrid design methods for
UPAs with Nt = 64 and Nr = 16 antennas at transmitter and receiver
respectively. The mmWave channel comprises Ncl = 8 clusters and Nray =
10 rays in each cluster. kt = 4 RF chains has been used to communicate
Ns = 3 data streams.
This class of hybrid networks has been studied frequently in
literature, e.g. [5], [21], [40]. In this case, the digital precoding
matrix FBB becomes a square matrix, and therefore the unitary
structure of FBB (as opposed to the generally semi-unitary
structure) enables us to decouple the joint design of FRF,FBB
and design FRF as an isolated variable. For this scenario,
we compare the performance of SHD-NM and SHD-QRQU
as a comprehensive solutions with that of the unified greedy
algorithm (SHD-UGD) proposed in [21].
As we expected by increasing Ns, the ability of the hybrid
network to approximate the optimal unconstrained precoder
slightly deteriorates. This can be observed by the increased
gap between SSP, and UOP in Fig. 8 when compared to
previous cases shown in Figs. 6, 7. Also, the switch-based
network generally has a larger gap to the unconstrained and
phase shift based hybrid structure. As shown in this figure,
the proposed algorithms outperform the greedy method (SHD-
UGD). While the SHD-NM algorithm provides significantly
better performance compared to SHD-UGD, the SHD-QRQU
method performs slightly better than SHD-UGD. Another
important trend is that SHD-QRQU-PC exhibits better per-
formance compared to that of SHD-NM-PC. This shows that
although in a fully-connected network, SHD-QRQU demon-
strates an inferior performance compared to SHD-NM, in a
partially-connected network and for certain structures, it can
outperform the more computationally expensive SHD-NM.
We next study the effect of the number of data streams for
a fixed value of SNR in Fig. 9. In this example, we employ
a 64× 16 UPA equipped with 12 RF chains at both transmit
and receive sides (kt = kr = 12). We fix the SNR at 0 dB
and run the algorithms for varying values of data streams,
i.e. Ns = 3, ..., 12. The spectral efficiency decreases with an
increasing number of data streams. It is worth noting that the
SSP algorithm not only achieves a performance very close to
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Fig. 8. Spectral efficiency achieved by different hybrid design methods for
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respectively. The mmWave channel comprises Ncl = 8 clusters and Nray =
10 rays in each cluster. kt = 4 RF chains has been used to communicate
Ns = 4 data streams.
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Fig. 9. Spectral efficiency achieved by different hybrid design methods for
UPAs with Nt = 64 and Nr = 16 antennas at transmitter and receiver
respectively. The mmWave channel comprises Ncl = 8 clusters and Nray =
10 rays in each cluster. kt = 12 RF chains has been used to communicate a
varying number of data streams (Ns = 3, ..., 12).
the optimum precoder (UOP), but also it outperforms UOP at
higher values of Ns. We can account for this by noting that the
SSP algorithm does not necessarily provide a precoder with
equal power allocation. Hence, SSP can outperform the UOP
with an unequal power allocation, which is not desirable.
The proposed algorithms, SHD-NM and SHD-QRQU, show
a reasonable performance by tracking the optimum precoder
and maintaining a consistent gap to this optimum. As we
observed in Figs. 6, 7, and 8, the SHD-QRQU, gets closer
to SHD-NM with increasing Ns. It should be noted that we
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Fig. 10. Spectral efficiency achieved by different hybrid design methods for
UPAs with Nt = 64 and Nr = 16 antennas at transmitter and receiver
respectively. The mmWave channel comprises Ncl = 8 clusters and Nray =
10 rays in each cluster. Varying number of data streams, i.e. Ns = 1, ..., 12,
are communicated by a similar number of RF chains, Ns = kt
have developed SHD-QRQU based on a QR factorization for a
square matrix of an analog precoder. For non-square cases we
approximate an invertible (H1FiRF) in each step to be able to
compute Ai. As Ns gets closer to kt, the analog precoder gets
closer to a square matrix, and it leads to better performance.
Moreover, the feasible solution space shrinks by increasing the
number of data streams as the digital beamformer consumes
more DoFs provided by the virtual eigen-channels (including
the analog precoder and the channel). In this case, the ca-
pability of SHD-NM deteriorates since it searches a smaller
space for modifying the direction. The boosted performance
of SHD-QRQU algorithm for a square analog precoder matrix
is confirmed in partially connected networks. The SHD-NM-
PC achieves higher spectral efficiency in lower values of Ns,
i.e. Ns ≤ 8. However, the spectral efficiency given by SHD-
QRQU-PC surpasses that of SHD-NM-PC for higher values
of Ns.
Finally, we investigate the behaviours of the algorithms for
a scenario of a varying number of streams in a hybrid network
with kt = Ns in Fig. 10. Similar to the previous example, we
employ a 64× 16 UPA and fix the SNR at 0 dB. We then run
the algorithms for varying values of kt = kr = Ns = 3, ..., 12.
In this example, the number of network structures that lead
to an unequal power allocation for SSP algorithm increases
significantly. Moreover, the proposed algorithms demonstrate
better performance compared to the greedy algorithm (SHD-
UGD). The SHD-QRQU algorithm overall performs closer to
SHD-NM, and their performance converges with an increasing
number of data streams, as explained for the previous example.
Moreover, in a partially connected network, SHD-QRQU-PC
performs better than SHD-NM as a square analog precoder
matrix is always available.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a solution for switch-based hybrid beam-
forming design for communication in mmWave bands. The
binary structure of this type of low-cost, low-power, and low-
complexity hybrid design raises new challenges for designing
optimal analog, and digital, beamformers. We proposed a new
method to decouple the problem of joint optimization of the
analog and digital beamformer by confining the problem to a
rank-constrained subspace. We proposed two methods to solve
the problem effectively. We then introduced linear constraints
to include frequently used switch-based structures in partially
connected networks. Finally, we examined the effectiveness
of the proposed method using a set of numerical examples.
The results showed that the proposed methods are feasible,
providing an optimal solution for a variety of structures that
have an important role as an effective and comprehensive
tool in the study of differing relevant scenarios. Furthermore,
examining different structures showed that the Switch-based
Hybrid Design by Norm Maximization (SHD-NM) algorithm
displays a superior performance at a higher complexity com-
pared to Switch-based Hybrid Design by QR Decomposition
with Quadratic Update (SHD-QRQU). However, the SHD-
QRQU algorithm demonstrates better performance for some
structures along with lower complexity.
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